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1 Summary 
 
The Gladstone project, EPM15771, mainly targets manganese. The main zone of interest is the historic 
Mt Miller Manganese Mine, located about 15km west of Gladstone. During the reporting period, rock chip 
and soil geochemical samples were taken from the mine area, previous diamond drill holes were re-
logged, sampled and assayed, the outcropping geology was logged, and a 3D compilation of all 
information was constructed, based on new, detailed topographic survey information. Compensation 
Agreements with the landowners are nearing completion.  
 
Under the policies of the previous Labour Government, some doubt arose as to the security of tenure 
because the Urban Restriction Zone impinged on the Mt Miller Mine. Application has been made to the 
new Liberal Government to have these restrictions removed. 

 

2 Introduction 
 
The Gladstone Manganese Project is located approximately 15 kilometres west of Gladstone in 
Queensland (Figure 1).  The project comprises one granted Exploration Licence (EPM15771) which 
covers a total area of 63.93 km2 (Table 1) that is easily accessed from the Dawson Highway from the 
Gladstone Township.   The EPM area lies on the Rockhampton 1:250,000 Geological Sheet Series 
(SF56-13).  
An application for mining lease (MLA80166) has been submitted for the Mt Miller area. Final approval 
requires the compensation and access agreements with the landowners to be finalised, which is 
imminent. 
 
The climate of the region is sub-tropical, characterized by distinct wet and dry season.  Winters are warm 
and dry with most rain falling in the hot summer months.  The topography over the current tenure is 
dominated by densely forested steep terrain in the northern portion, with pockets of rainforest remaining 
in steeply incised gullies draining the NE an SW slopes.  The remainder of the area is low and 
undulating, either lightly wooded with dry sclerophyll forest or cleared for grazing purposes. 
 
Under the policies of the previous Labour Government, some doubt arose as to the security of both 
tenures because the Urban Restriction Zone impinged on the Mt Miller Mine. Application has been made 
to the new Liberal Government to have these restrictions removed. 
 
 

Table 1: Gladstone Project - Tenement Summary 

 
Project Tenement Status Current Area Current Granted  Expenditure 

  Number   Blocks (sq km) Holder Date Covenant ($) 
Gladstone  EPM15771 Granted 21 63.93 Genesis Resources Ltd 19/06/07 $30,000  

 MLA80166 Pending  322,400 sq m 

Genesis Resources Ltd   
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Figure 1: Location of EPM15771, showing MLA80166. 

 

3 Previous exploration 
 
The area is known for being prospective for manganese. Several occurrences of small size were noted 
on EPM15771, with Mt Miller being, by far, the biggest deposit, having produced 21,785 tonnes of 
manganese ore with a grade ranging from 71 to 75% MnO2. Details of exploration and mining activity are 
presented in the first annual technical report submitted by Genesis Resources Ltd (Kastellorizos, 2008). 
 
Since the beginning of Genesis’s lease in 2007, several campaigns of mapping and sampling were 
carried out. In addition, an electrical IP survey of the Mt Miller area was completed, in order to plan a 
drilling programme. Drilling in 2009 consisted of 6 diamond drill-holes. Details of the drilling results are 
presented in Genesis’ Third Annual Technical Report (Kastellorizos, 2010). The Fourth Annual Technical 
Report by Bachmann (2012) included the results of a VTEM Survey. 
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4 Exploration completed  

4.1 Topographic survey 
A detailed DGPS-located survey of Mount Miller Mine, by a Gladstone-based surveyor, facilitated an 
accurate interpretation of the surface and underground mine environment and the development of a 3D 
model for drilling and planning purposes (Figure 2). Topographic data is submitted in electronic form with 
this report. 
 

 
Figure 2: 3D model showing topography, underground model of the Mt Miller mine, and existing (blue) and planned 

(yellow and green) drill holes. 
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4.2 Geological mapping 
 
Field work consisted of a geological study of the Mount Miller Mine to provide a basis for the planned 
drilling programme (Figure 3).  
Observations showed that the Mt Miller manganese body is surrounded by deformed pelitic sediments 
with pervasive silica alteration and localized clay alteration (supposedly kaolinite). The main orientation 
of the manganese body is that of the host rock stratigraphy (N-S), however manganese body and host 
rock stratigraphy are not concordant. Brecciation within the manganese ore body and a slightly angular 
relationship with the host rock may indicate a hydrothermal origin to the mineralisation.  
 
Using the government historical manganese mineral occurrences database, other occurrences of 
manganese were sought in the area, but without success. 
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Figure 3: Summary Geology and sample locations on topography. 
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4.3 Geochemical sampling 
 
Fourteen samples were taken from the Mount Miller Mine area, including rock and soil samples, and 
assayed for 23 elements. Soil samples were taken in several places on the known mineralisation area 
and in the areas surrounding it, in order to test the potential of soil sampling to make new discoveries of 
mineralisation (Figure 3). The results are promising. All results are submitted electronically with this 
report. 
 
Sample G00107 presented an anomalously high concentration of gold (>10ppm). It has been re-assayed 
and only a small concentration of gold was found (7ppb). The high gold concentration is interpreted as 
being laboratory contamination. 

4.4 Drill core logging and sampling 
 
All cores from the 2009 drilling campaign were re-logged (Appendix 1). The lithology principally consists 
of pelitic sediments, hardened and silicified (chert). Minor altered volcanics and dolerite were also found.  
 
Due to the difficulty in determining with precision the lithology and the sedimentary or volcanic nature of 
parts of the core, samples sent for petrological examination (Appendix 2). Results showed that most 
samples are of silicified sedimentary nature; however volcaniclastic sediments are also part of the 
stratigraphy. 
 
Intervals with visible sulphides that were not previously assayed were sampled and assayed for a wide 
suite of elements (34 elements), especially in order to check the potential presence of gold associated 
with pyrite. The results are disappointing. 
 
The specific gravity and magnetic susceptibility of core were also recorded, as much as a measurement 
per meter when convenient. The dataset obtained should enable precise modelling of future gravity or 
magnetic geophysical surveys.  

 

4.5 Scoping Study 
 
Golder Associates were contracted to assess and report on available resource information and to 
consider mining options for Mt Miller (Jones, S. and Proudman, A. 2011. Appendix 3). A précis of their 
report follows. 
 
General 

• Manganese production -from historical underground development. 
• Resources and Reserves -historical mining occurred in 1895-1903, 1915-16, 1958-60. It is 

estimated that approximately 20,000 bcm of high grade and 44,000t of low grade manganese 
were mined. 

• The amount of remaining ore in the underground workings is uncertain.  
• The historical presence of mineable grade ore and the unknown potential for extensions of 

mineralisation at depth and along strike suggests this area is a potential target for further drilling 
• The potential for mineralisation is estimated at 63,000t of high grade and 142,000t of low grade 

manganese ore. 
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Results 

• Mining Options: both open cut and underground scenarios were considered, the decision being 
determined by the final resource shape. Models were constructed in 3D to illustrate the mining 
outlines and, therefore, allow the project economics to be estimated. 

• Product Recovery: lump ore should yield about 45% recovery, whilst the fine ore yield may be 
about 30% for the high and 45% for the low yield product at 48.5% Manganese. 

• Marketing: the ore from the mine is considered of sufficient grade and composition to be readily 
saleable. 
 

Conclusion 
• The underground scenarios of high and low grade scoped negative and positive economic 

returns from -$1.9M to $3.3M and $-3.5 to $14.1M, respectively. 
• The open pit model scoped positive economic returns from $1.9 to $7.6M for the high grade only 

and $12.0M to $30.6M for the low plus high grade, larger tonnage option. 
 

5 Conclusions 
 

• The Mt Miller area is the only area of EPM 15771 where manganese mineralisation was found, 
although other manganese deposits will be sought. There is good potential for the development 
of a manganese mine. 

• Magnetic susceptibility values encourage the use of magnetic surveys for further exploration. 
• Soil geochemistry can provide an efficient tool for manganese exploration in the area. 

 

6 Recommendations 
 

• Establish the extent of manganese mineralisation at Mt Miller below the historical mine workings 
by diamond drilling as shown in Figure 2. 

• Oriented core and down-hole geophysics should be used. 
• Carry out a detailed magnetometer survey over the  Mt Miller mine environs. 
• Carry out a detailed geochemical soil sampling in the mine environs. 

 

7 Expenditure 
 
Total Expenditure:  $ 25 882 
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HEADER FIELDS
Collar co-ordinate accuracy Lithology major/minor Sandy lignite sdlg basic igneous Drilling Method
(surveyed) - DGPS accuracy-WGS84/GDA94 DGPS Unconsolidated Materials Sandy conglomerate sdct basic intrusive (undiff.) Biu rotary air blast RAB
(measured) - GPS accuracy-WGS84/GDA94 GPS soil CsI Sandy gravel sdgv basic volcanic (undiff) Bvu hammer H
estimated from map-AGD66/84 e clay Ccl Clayey gravel clgv basic volcanoclastic (undiff) Bvc blade B
Reason for end-of-hole silt Csi glaconitic marl Glma basalt Bba standpipe SP
Drill could penetrate no further R sand Csd marl marl tholelite Bth 10 m of hammer H10
Drill hole was abandoned before refusal A aeolian sand Cas No sample return anorthosite Ban hand auger HA
Drill hole halted by geologist H gravel Cgv No sample return nsr dolerite BdI machine auger MA
Regolith Type (Interpretation) conglomerate Cct unknown basement ukbt gabbro Bgb rotary percussion RP
Overprint (calcrete, silcrete, ferricrete) p colluvium Cco Metamorphics norite Bnr air core AC
Depositional d alluvium Cal quartzite Mst ultramafic igneous diamond drill core DC
Erosional e elluvium Cel slate Msl ultramafic intrusive (undiff) Uiu cable tool CT
Outcrop c Sandy duricrust cdsd phyllite Mph ultramafic volcanic (undiff) Uvu reverse circulation RC
Hardness Clay clay marble MIs ultramafic volcanoclastic (undiff) Uvc rotary mud RM
hard/medium/soft H/M/S Glauconitic marl Cgm amphibolite Mam dunite Udn unknown UK
Rock flour % Marl Cma homblendite Mhb komatiite Ukm
Induration/ Over-print/Lithology Sediments consolidated schist Msh pyroxenite Upx Instrument
Calcrete, silcrete, ferricrete sandstone Sst gneiss Mgn peridotite Upd drill hole dh
calcrete duricrust Ocd shale Ssh paragneiss Mgp serpentinite Usp handheld hh
calcrete nodules Ocn siltstone Sil orthogneiss Mgo kimberlite Ukt Hydrology
pedogenic carbonate Ocp claystone Scl granulite MgI carbonatite Ucb none/unknown blank
silcrete duricrust Osd gravel Sgv hornfels Mhf lamproite Ulp dry NW
induration (silicification) Osi conglomerate Sct migmatite Mme low flow LW
ferricrete duricrust Ofd greywacke Sgw Acid igneous Tectonites average flow AW
ferricrete induration Ofi arkose Sak acid intrusive (undiff) Aiu breccia Tbr high flow HW
goethite coating Ogc bif Sbf acid volcanics (undiff) Avu cataclasite Tct very high flow VW
In-situ Lateritic weathered regolith jaspilite Sjp acid volcaniclastics (undiff) Avc fault zone Tfz Sample quality
gossan Lgo breccia Sbx granite undifferentiated Agt mylonite Tmy dry D
lateritic pisoliths Lfp chert Sch granite Agn shear zone Tsh moist M
lateritic nodules Lfn limestone Sls adamellite Aad quartz vein Tqz wet W
mottled zone (Fe segs) Lmn dolomite SdI granodiorite Agd blue quartz Tbq suspected contamination Cl
mottled zone (Fe staining) Lmz Lignite Slg aplite Aap calcite vein Tca minor contamination C2
bleached (Pallid) clay zone Lpa Peat Spt pegmatite Apg major contamination C3
upper saprolite(Fe 3+ pigments)yel,red,etc Lsu Litho summary (additional) granophyre Agy Roundness small sample (poor return) S
saprolite (Fe2+ pigments)green,blue,black Lsl ironstone Sff acid porphyry Apr Very angular va 
saprock Lsr iron-rich clay Sfc dacite Adc Angular a
bedrock Brk siderite Sfd rhyodacite Ard Sub angular sa
Weathering ironstone siliceous Sfs rhyolite Ary Sub rounded sr
Highly weathered wh ironstone limonitic Sfl ignimbrite Api Rounded r
Moderatly weathered wm Sandy calcrete duricrust sdcd tuff Atf well rounded wr
Poorly weathered wp Sandy calcrete nodules sdcn volcanoclastic breccia Avb Sphericity
Redox Sandy silcrete sdsc Intermediate igneous Sphericity high hs
Highly oxidised hx Clayey calcrete duricrust clcd intermed intrusive (undiff) Iiu Sphericity low ls
Oxidised ox Clay clay intermed volcanic (undiff) lvu
Moderately oxidised mx Silty clay sicl intermed volcanoclastic (undiff) lvc Note: According to Field Geologists'
Slightly oxiised sx Sandy Clay sdcl intermed pyroclastic (undiff) Ipy Manual on page 53
Trace oxidised tr Gravelly clay gvcl intermediate porphyry Ipr
Highly reduced hr carbonaceous clays cacl diorite Idi
Reduced rd Clayey silt clsi monzonite lmz
Moderately reduced mr Sandy silt sdsi syenite Isy
Reduced and oxidied rx Gravelly silt gvsi tonalite Ito
Slightly reduced sr Sand sand Andesite Ian

Clayey sand clsd trachyte Itc

Silty sand sisd

Gravelly sand gvsd
Colour intensity Lignitic clay lgcl
light L Lignitic silt lgsi
medium M Lignitic gravel lggv
dark D
bright B Texture Mineralogy
dull U banded Bn actinolite ac fuchsite fu phlogopite pp
Colour balling Ba adularia ad gahnite gh phosphate ph
black bk bedded Bd albite ab galena ga pitchblende pi
blue bI boxworks Bw almandine ai gamierite gi plagioclase pl
brown br brecciated Bx alunite at garnet gn platinum pt
brown chocolate cb cemented Cm amphibole am glauconite  gl potassic kk
buff bu cleaved Ce anatase ax goethite go prehnite pr
green gr crenulated Cn andalusite an gold au psilomelane ps
grey gy crystalline Xt anglesite ag graphite gr pyrite py
kahki kh disseminated Os ankerite ak grossularite gs pyrolusite pz
multicoloured mc equigranular  Eq anthophyllite ay grunerite gt pyromorphite pm
olive ol euhedral Eh antigorite at gypsum gy pyrophylite pf
orange or fining upward Fu apatite ap heavy min hs pyroxene px
pink pi fissile Fi arsenopyrite as hedenbergite hd pyrrhotite po
purple pu foliated Fo azurite az hematite hm quartz qz
red rd frosted Ft barite ba homblende hb rhodochrosite rc
white wh fragmental Fr biotite bi illite it riebeckite rb
yellow ye friable Fb bismuthinite bs ilmenite im rutile ru
Grainsize                             mm gneissic Gn bitumen bt jarosite ja sanidine sa
Clay cl granular Gl blue quartz bq kaolin ka scapolite sc
aphanitic        ag granoblastic Gb bornite bn kerogen kr scheelite sh
silt                                       0.00  -  0.06 st homogeneous Ho calcite ca k-feldspar kf scorodite so
very fine grained                 0.06  -  0.13 vf Interbedded Ib camotite ci kyanite ky sericite sr
fine grained                         0.13  -  0.25    fg laminated La carbon cn lepidolite ll serpentine se
med grained                        0.25  -  0.50 mg layered Ly carbonate ob leucoxene lx siderite sd
coarse grained                    0.50  -  1.00 cg lineated Li cassiterite cs limonite li silica si
very coarse                         1.00  -   2.00 vc massive Ma cerussite ce limonite after carbonate lc silliminite sI
granular                              2.00  -   4.00 gl mottled Mt chalcedony ck limonite after pyrite lp smectite sm
pebble small                       4.00  -   8.00 sp mylonitic My chalcocite cc limonite after sulphide ls smithsonite ss
pebble medium                   8.00  -  16.00 mp pegmatitic Pg chalcopyrite cp lizardite lz sodic so
pebble large                      16.00  -  32.00 lp pisolitic Ps chlorite cI maghemite mh sphalerite sp
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pebble                               32.00  -  64.00 pb pitted Pi chloritoid cd magnesite mg sphene sf
cobble                               64.00  - 256 cb plasmic Pl chromite cm magnetite mt staurolite st
bolder                                           >256 bd plastic Pa chrysocolla ch malachite mk stibnite sb
Calcareous...acid reaction (10%HCL) porphroblastic Px chrysoprase cq manganese oxides mn sudoite su
Strong/Medium/Weak S/M/W porphyritic Po clay (general) cy marcasite mr sulphates sx
Organic S/M/W porcellanous Pc clinopyroxene cx Mg chlorite ma sulphides su
Pyritic S/M/W pughy Pu clinozoisite cz mica mi talc tc
Gypsum S/M/W partings Pt coflinite cf microoline mc tennantite tn
Humic stain S/M/W recrystalised  Rx copper, native cu mineral ml tetrahedrite tt
Limonite stain S/M/W retrogressed Rg cordierite co modonite rd topaz tz
U minerals schistose Sc covellite cv molybdenite mo torbanite  tb
none/unknown blank sheared Sh cuprite  cr monazite mz tourmaline tm
visible pitchblende U sugary Sg dikcite dk montmorillonite mm tremolite  tr
disseminated U D stains St diopside di muscovite mu U minerals ux
radiometric an R stressed Ss dolomite do neotocite ne urananite  ur
high bg B segregations Se dravite dr nepheline nf vein carbonate vo
wing W soupy Sp enargite en nontronite nt vein quartz vq
seep S tabular Tb epidote ep olivine ol vesuvianite vs

terrazzo Tz erythrite er opaline silica op violarite vi
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HoleID From To Lith_Major Lith_Minor Texture
Lihto_Code_Fin
al Litho description Fracturation Comment Sulphides

GLDDH2A 4.4 9.5 Scl Scl Red/Brown metapelite H
GLDDH2A 9.5 10.1 Scl Scl Red/Brown metapelite VH Fault?
GLDDH2A 10.1 12 Scl Scl Red/Brown metapelite H
GLDDH2A 12 12.1 Scl Mn SclMn Minor Manganese veins H
GLDDH2A 12.1 13.8 Scl Scl Red/Brown metapelite H
GLDDH2A 13.8 20 Scl Scl Red/Brown metapelite UH Almost powdery. Shaft?

GLDDH2A 20 30 Sch Bx SchBx

Silica rich breccia/major vein? Some 
barren levels, some with hematite, 
minor Mn on fracture planes H

GLDDH2A 30 30.2 ka ka Kaolinite weathering/alteration UH powdery

GLDDH2A 30.2 32.8 Sch Bx SchBx

Silica rich breccia/major vein? Some 
barren levels, some with hematite, 
minor Mn on fracture planes H

GLDDH2A 32.8 32.9 ka ka Kaolinite weathering/alteration UH

GLDDH2A 32.9 35 Sch Bx SchBx

Silica rich breccia/major vein? Some 
barren levels, some with hematite, 
minor Mn on fracture planes H

GLDDH2A 35 36.8 ka Mn go kaMngo
Kaolinite/alteration. Some Manganese 
and Goethite UH powdery

GLDDH2A 36.8 37 Sch Bx SchBx

Silica rich breccia/major vein? Some 
barren levels, some with hematite, 
minor Mn on fracture planes VH “gravelly”

GLDDH2A 37 38 Mn Mn
Black Manganese and Iron oxide, some 
red Hematite H

GLDDH2A 38 39.5 Sch Mn Bx SchMnBx Quartz vein/breccia, some manganese H
GLDDH2A 39.5 41.1 Sch Scl Bx SchSclBx Red hematite breccia, quartz vein UH
GLDDH2A 41.1 44.3 Broken bits, possible filled shaft UH

GLDDH2B 0 18.2 Scl Scl
fine grained pelite/sandstone. Some 
probable sedimentary bedding H

GLDDH2B 18.2 18.3 Scl hm Sclhm ditto, minor hematite H

GLDDH2B 18.3 27 Scl Scl
fine grained pelite/sandstone. Some 
probable sedimentary bedding VH
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GLDDH2B 27 51 Sch Ma SchMa

fine grained pelite/sandstone, more 
siliceous. Some probable sedimentary 
bedding H

GLDDH2B 51 51.6 su Scl suScl
Sulphidic vein in meta sandstone or 
acid volcanics? UH

GLDDH2B 51.6 57 Scl Bd SclBd
bedded siliceous/clayey meta 
sediments, some alteration and H Py

GLDDH2B 57 63.5 Scl Scl
red fine grained pelite with obvious 
faulting and fracturing H

GLDDH2B 63.5 65 Sch su Schsu
grey siliceous highly fractured unit (meta 
sed? Volcanic?) with pyrite VH Py

GLDDH2B 65 72 Qz Qz
grey siliceous highly fractured unit (meta 
sed? Volcanic?) H

GLDDH2B 72 77.5 Scl Scl meta pelite H

GLDDH2B 77.5 89 Sch Bvu SchBvu

intermixed burgundy/grey-green rocks, 
some cracks filled with quartz, shear 
like or flowing textures, probably of H

GLDDH2B 89 93.4 Sch py Schpy Siliceous unit with disseminated pyrite H
GLDDH2B 93.4 93.45 gr py grpy graphite and pyrite vein VH
GLDDH2B 93.45 97.3 Sch py Schpy Siliceous unit with disseminated pyrite H
GLDDH2B 97.3 97.35 gr py grpy graphite and pyrite vein VH
GLDDH2B 97.35 99.8 Sch py Schpy Siliceous unit with disseminated pyrite
GLDDH2B 99.8 99.85 gr py grpy graphite and pyrite vein
GLDDH2B 99.85 100.1 Sch py Schpy Siliceous unit with disseminated pyrite
GLDDH2B 100.1 100.2 gr py grpy graphite and pyrite vein
GLDDH2B 100.2 102.7 Sch py Schpy Siliceous unit with disseminated pyrite
GLDDH2B 102.7 102.8 gr py grpy graphite and pyrite vein
GLDDH2B 102.8 105 Sch py Schpy Siliceous unit with disseminated pyrite
GLDDH2B 105 108 Sch Sch Siliceous undeterminated
GLDDH2B 108 126.6 Qz Qz
GLDDH2B 126.6 126.7 gr su grsu Graphite and sulphide vein
GLDDH2B 126.7 135 Sch Sch
GLDDH2B 135 138 Sch hm Schhm chert with hematitic colouring
GLDDH2B 138 146 Qz Qz
GLDDH2B 146 147.6 gr su grsu
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GLDDH2B 147.6 149.7 Qz Qz
GLDDH2B 149.7 150.2 gr su grsu
GLDDH1B 53.8 57.6 Qz hm Qzhm
GLDDH1B 57.6 57.65 ka ka
GLDDH1B 57.56 62.7 Qz Qz
GLDDH1B 62.7 62.8 cl Bx clBx
GLDDH1B 62.8 63 mn mn
GLDDH1B 63 68 cl Bx clBx
GLDDH1B 68 71.6 Qz Qz
GLDDH1B 71.6 92 scl Bvu sclBvu
GLDDH1B 92 94 scl Bvu Fr sclBvuFr
GLDDH1B 94 98.5 Qz Qz
GLDDH1B 98.5 150.7 Mam Scl MamScl
GLDDH4 20 78 Scl Scl
GLDDH4 78 91.8 Bdl Bdl
GLDDH4 91.8 93.2 Qz Mam QzMam
GLDDH4 93.2 96.3 Scl Sch Bn SclSchBn
GLDDH3 0 24.6 Qz Mn QzMn
GLDDH3 24.6 33 Scl Scl
GLDDH3 33 38 Qz Qz
GLDDH3 38 48.25 Scl Scl
GLDDH3 48.25 55 Qz Mam QzMam
GLDDH3 55 77
GLDDH3 77 80.4 Qz py Qzpy
GLDDH3 80.4 80.5 gr gr
GLDDH3 80.5 83 Qz py Qzpy
GLDDH3 83 83.05 gr gr
GLDDH3 83.05 83.5 Qz py Qzpy
GLDDH3 83.5 83.55 gr gr
GLDDH3 83.55 96.9 Qz py Qzpy
GLDDH3 96.9 100 Scl Scl
GLDDH1A 16 17.5 Cl Cl Weathered clays, undefined
GLDDH1A 17.5 23.7 Scl Scl As top of DDH2A
GLDDH1A 23.7 33 Scl Scl
GLDDH1A 33 36 Scl cl Sclcl Weathered unit, probably same as 
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GLDDH1A 36 36.6 Scl mn Bx SclmnBx breccia with manganese as cement
GLDDH1A 36.6 42 Scl Scl
GLDDH1A 42 42.1 Cl Cl weathering
GLDDH1A 42.1 44.8 Ivc Ivc intermediate volcanics? Not sure...
GLDDH1A 44.8 59.6 Ivc mn Ivcmn iron oxide and manganese in fractures
GLDDH1A 59.6 60.4 Ivc mn Ivcmn ditto, more fractures
GLDDH1A 60.4 64 Ivc mn Ivcmn
GLDDH1A 64 93 Ivc Ivc
GLDDH1A 93 100 Ivc cl Ivccl ditto, altered
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___________________________________________________________________________  
SUMMARY COMMENTS 
 
Nine thin sections of drill core samples, numbers G086 to G094 are petrologically assessed in 
this report.  The handspecimens macroscopically appear to consist basically of chert, variably 
grey coloured and reddish-brown (?hematite-goethitic-oxidised), poorly defined layered/banded 
and brittle-fractured with chaotic networks of threads, stringers, veinlets, variably pale (white), 
greenish-chloritic.  It is understood from phone discussion with Damien the main aim of the 
petrology is to establish if these ‘cherts’ are sediments, which may mean primary chemical 
siliceous sediment, silicified sediments and/or possible volcanics. 
 
An initial petrographic scan and follow-up more detailed petrographic scrutiny indicates that the 
rock/mineral component overwhelmingly dominant all nine core samples, is consistent with the 
classic definitions of chert  viz compact cryptocrystalline varieties of silica, regardless of colour, 
composed mainly of petrographically microscopic chalcedony ± opal and/or microscopic 
particles whose outlines range from resolvable to non-resolvable by binocular microscope.  
Individual particles are generally <50 µm, indeed to <5 µm and may include very small oolites 
and/or microspheroids. 
 
The essential conclusion is therefore that this suite of nine cores are cherts, in accord with the 
above criteria, and that most are regarded as chemical siliceous sediment. 
 
Given the above question on the genesis of these cherts however, the petrology did specifically 
investigate the possibilities of relict textures, and/or relict resistate minerals, such as inherent 
detrital heavy minerals and any other impurities as potential evidence of original sediments, or 
volcanics for example, since pervasively silicified.  Such evidence was found in sample G087, 
manifest as local relict textures of quartz-feldspar crystal tuff now silicified and incorporated 
with otherwise dominant chert.  Also, less specific scattered textures in extensively brecciated 
and oxidised G090, may possibly represent a primary glassy volcanic fragmental (or simply a 
sheared siliceous material incorporating comminuted quartz). 
 
The macroscopic observation of widespread and chaotic brittle fracture networks in all samples 
is confirmed petrographically, with microfissures, cracks and possible authigenic or later 
brecciation permeated and healed variously by extremely fine chlorite/chloritic-clays, carbonate, 
(which diagnostic staining of the offcut slabs identifies as calcite >> ferroan-dolomite), also by 
chalcedonic silica.  More prominent random veins in G087 consist of sporadic coarse quartz and 
crystalline prehnite ± microspherulitic hydrothermal chlorite. 
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The following individual petrographic descriptions begin with a comprehensive account, 
including handspecimen, of the first sample G086, which is basically the same as presented 
above in this summary.  The second description, of G087, reports the essentially only positive 
recognition of components in this suite apart from chert (although as noted, G090 may have a 
volcanic breccia component). 
 
Other descriptions are relatively brief, given their fairly consistent chert composition and 
superimposed ‘vein networks’ discussed above.  Samples G092 and G093 have more bulk 
recrystallisation, combined with fracturing and veining, than in other samples. 
 
Selected photomicrographs illustrate various petrographic characteristics. 
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INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTIONS 
 
 
G086 Chert:  Weakly macroscopically layered with extensive 

patches of ‘hematite dust’, also ultrafine dispersed 
?sericite or illite, and micron-size apparent oxidised ex-
pyrite.  Extensive chaotic brittle fracture network 
permeated by chalcedony “chlorite” and carbonate.  
Minor small pelites of chalcedony. 

 
 
Hand Specimen: 
 
Macroscopically, this core sample is seen as a chert with widespread somewhat patchy and 
diffuse reddish-brown ultrafine iron staining, but with several grey bands to 7.5mm thick, at 
almost right angles to the core axis, apparent primary bedding.  Numerous micro-fissures/cracks 
are at about 45° to the core axis, also at random, with white carbonate, and pale to greenish clays. 
 
 
Petrography: 
 
The bulk rock is seen in thin section to be dominated by massive, compact cryptocrystalline 
quartz, including chalcedony and probable opaline silica.  This massive silica incorporates minor 
diffuse patches of reddish-brown hematite dust, include minute (5 µm) discrete particles of 
hematite, most ‘cubic’ and apparently oxidised pyrite.  Also, there is minor dispersed extremely 
fine phyllosilicate which may be sericite or illite, but too fine to distinguish optically, and lesser 
but more sporadic equally fine chlorite.  These are “impurities” but do not define any diagnostic 
relict monotextures.  Also, there are minor scattered clear spots (?oolites) of ultrafine 
chalcedony, to 0.2mm diameter, devoid of hematite dust, within the reddened patches.  Hematite 
staining is locally particularly intense but not “solid” hematite. 
 
The bulk matrix is cut by a chaotic network of mostly random microfissures and cracks, by 
threads, stringers and veinlets, rarely to 1mm, mostly <0.3mm wide, of chalcedony, later 
extremely fine chlorite, ankerite and several latest wider veinlets of fine crystalline calcite ± 
chlorite mosaic. 
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Figs 1 & 2 G086 
_____ 

200 µm 
Thin section (TS),  Fig 1: Ordinary light (OL) and Fig 2: Crossed nicols (Xnic).  Magnification (x50).  Typical chert.  
Compact, massive cryptocrystalline silica.  This rock type susceptible to tectonic brittle fracture, manifest here as 
irregular networks of threads, stringers and veinlets, variously healed by chalcedonic silica, white carbonate, green 
fine chlorite/chloritic clays.  Fig 1 shows reddening by hematite dust. 
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Fig 3 G086 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS  Xnic  (x50).  Cross nicols again highlights the cryptocrystalline-siliceous composition of this chert, wtih small 
‘oolites’ of chalcedony.  Fissure-fill vein of carbonate and quartz NW quadrant.  

 

Fig 4 G086 
_____ 

50 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  Higher magnification (x200) to show more detail of massive cryptocrystalline chert.  The isolated 
fragment in SE quadrant is dominated by pale carbonate. 
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Figs 5 & 6 G086 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS.  Fig 5: OL and  Fig 6: Xnic.  (x50).  Local coarser scale brecciation within hematite-dusted chert.  Associated 
veining by chalcedonic silica, white carbonate mixed with green chlorite. 
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G087 Vaguely layered, massive chert incorporating (textural) 

residuals of quartz-albite crystal tuff, now silicified.  
Extensive random threads to veins 3mm wide, variably of 
quartz-prehnite, lesser calcite and hydrothermal massive 
microspherulitic chlorite. 

 
 
Hand Specimen: 
 
Massive to weakly layered, grey compact massive ultrafine siliceous rock (cherty) with networks 
of veinlets, threads and stringers, of pale quartz, apparent carbonate and other indeterminate 
crystals (seen as prehnite in the thin section). 
 
 
Petrography: 
 
Approximately 1/3 of this whole rock is petrographically identified (largely by textures) as 
residuals of original crystal tuff.  These consist of random, loose packed volcanic crystals of 
albite > quartz > apparent glassy lava fragments.  These are reasonably well sorted, average size 
about 0.2mm, within silicified matrix. 
 
The other 2/3 of the whole rock consists of massive clouded chert, as defined, in the summary, 
albeit with scattered, possible tuffaceous material. 
 
Numerous chaotic threads, stringers and veinlets, maximum width 3mm, consist variably of 
quartz, crystals of prehnite and chlorite > carbonate.  The quartz and prehnite in the wider veins 
are coarse and partly sparry, and chlorite is massive microspherulitic suggesting 
hydrothermal/epithermal. 
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Fig 7 G087 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x50).  An area of chert in this sample, but with minor disseminated fine particles of quartz, feldspar, 
micas.  Cut by threads and veinlets of chalcedony.  Small part of a carbonate-prehnite vein in SE corner.  

 

Fig 8 G087 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x50).  Chert left hand 1/3, tuffaceous chert right hand 1/3.  Central vein of carbonate, prehnite, chlorite. 
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Figs 9 & 10 G087 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS.  Fig 9: OL and Fig 10: Xnic.  (x50).  Local area of quartz-feldpsar-lithic crystal tuff with cherty interstitial 
matrix.  Cut by stringers of quartz. 
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Fig 11 G087 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x50).  Further example of the main veining in this rock, as crystals of prehnite (coloured), patchy 
microspherulitic chlorite micromosaic, pale quartz and carbonate.  Dark chert SW corner. 
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G088 Massive grey ‘chert’ with diffuse streaky patches of 

reddish hematitic ‘dust’.  Extensive intense network of fine 
chaotic microfissures healed by fine chlorite and 
carbonate. 

 
 
This handspecimen, and correspondingly the thin section, consists of compact massive 
cryptocrystalline silica, defined as chert in the summary of this report.  There is no suggestion of 
relict textures or residuals, which may imply a precursor, subsequently silicified.  There are local 
irregular domains of reddish “hematite dust” as indicated macroscopically.  The characteristic 
chaotic network of brittle fractures, fissures range from hairline rarely to 0.3mm width, occupied 
variously by extremely fine green chlorite/chloritic-clays, carbonate and cryptocrystalline quartz, 
as individuals and as composite permeations. 
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Figs 12 & 13 G088 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x50).  Examples of complex fine irregular networks of micro-veining within chert, mostly of mixed 
quartz + carbonate in Fig 12, mostly carbonate only in Fig 13. 
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Fig 14 G088 
_____ 

100 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x100) shows detail of carbonate + chlorite microveining.  

 

Fig 15 G088 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x50).  Contact between “clear” chert and iron-oxide-reddened chert with minor chalcedony oolites.  
Typical superimposed microfracturing, micro-veining networks. 
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G089 “Typical chert” 
 
 
This handspecimen is a massive homogeneous grey chert, with binocular microscope showing 
brecciation with green chlorite/chloritic clays along numerous microfissures, fractures and some 
stylolitic partings.  Minor small patches of pyrite locally along the margins of some of these. 
 
Petrographically, the bulk rock is seen to be massive, compact ultrafine siliceous.  This includes 
irregular fragments defined by being clouded by pale brownish ‘dust’, within otherwise optically 
clear chert, albeit with the usual threads and stringers of iron oxide staining, green chlorite and 
chalcedony. 
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Figs 16 & 17 G089 
_____ 

500 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x20).  Typical cherts.  Fig 17 shows inherent dusty fragment. 
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C090 Local oxidised siliceous material with possible shear 

fabric, or possible streaky glassy volcanic breccia, 
incorporating comminuted chert or possible tuffaceous 
ash.  Chert, with particularly heterogeneous breccia 
texture from <1mm to 40mm fragment size, with 
heterogeneous variations in intensity of iron-oxide 
dusting/staining.  Intricate fracture networks on a similar 
scale, healed by carbonate > chlorite.   

 
 
Macroscopically, this core piece shows heterogeneous brecciation, with subrounded greyish-pale 
brownish (stained) clasts/fragments to 50mm dimension, several smaller clear mid-grey irregular 
fragments and scattered coarse sand size grains, all within a slightly reddish dark brown, iron-
stained cherty whole rock matrix.  Treating the offcut surface with acidified alizarin-red 
highlights numerous sporadic and disjointed micro-networks of calcite threads (maroon colour) 
and of ferroan-dolomite (blue colour). 
 
The petrography confirms complex compositional / vein-networks.  Objectively, some of the 
streaky fragmental textures resemble volcanic breccia, particularly considering scattered possible 
tuffaceous ash particles within possible glassy lava, extensively oxidised. 
 
This sample may therefore be partly a volcanic breccia, with oxidised glassy (vitric) lava, 
incorporating fine tuffaceous ash.  Alternatively, these areas may be sheared siliceous chert 
incorporating scattered comminuted quartz.  Some fragments however clearly consist of micro-
veined chert as described in most other samples in this batch. 
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Fig 18 G090 
_____ 

500 µm 
TS.  OL.  (x20).  Contact between top intensely oxidised possible glassy lava and “typical chert” bottom. 
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Figs 19 & 20 G090 
_____ 

100 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x100).  Background oxidised material may be oxidised glassy lava, with scattered tuffaceous ash 
particles  i.e. possibly a lithic vitric tuff.  Alternatively, it may be sheared chert, selectively oxidised, incorporating 
comminuted clear chert fragments. 
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Fig 21 G090 
_____ 

500 µm 
TS.  Xnic  (x20).  Other fragments in this sample, of typical chert with carbonate micronetworks, shown in this 
photo in an intensely oxidised matrix.  

 

Fig 22 G090 
_____ 

100 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x100).  Interstitial quartz, chlorite and carbonate between oxidised breccia fragments. 
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G091 “Typical Chert”, minor dispersed ultrafine sericite or 

albite, usual chalcedonic micronetworks along brittle 
microfractures, several veinlets of kaolin and of quartz. 

 
 
The composition of this handspecimen is seen as a fairly homogeneous, compact, massive, 
extremely fine siliceous chert, but with macrolayers 30mm to 40mm thick with different colour, 
pale slightly greenish-grey and slightly reddish-brown.  It has typical irregular networks of 
brittle-fractures, and several unusually continuous white veinlets about 1mm wide, 
predominantly of kaolinitic clay. 
 
Petrographically, this rock is seen to consist of homogeneous, extremely compact 
cryptocrystalline silica, (± optically reddish hematite dust)  i.e. chert, as described above.  It has 
minor, but “noticeable” dispersed extremely fine sericite or illite (similar to G086), locally 
vaguely laminated.  As well as the veinlet of kaolin, this chert hosts the typical extensive 
irregular network of chalcedony threads, also several veinlets of microcrystalline quartz mosaic. 
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Figs 23 & 24 G091 
_____ 

200 µm & 50 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  Fig 23 (x50).  Fig 24: (x200).  Relatively  higher and lower magnification of ‘typical chert’.  Fig 24 
shows dispersed extremely fine sericite or illite, also vague lamingtons. 
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Fig 25 G091 
_____ 

50 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x200).  Multiple veinlets of (bright) chalcedony and dull almost black kaolin, cutting ‘typical chert’. 
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G092 “Normal” chert, but in part of this sample, the chert is 

extensively recrystallised.  Other areas are laminated 
cryptocrystalline but extensively microbrecciated, 
comminuted and permeated by supergene iron-oxide. 

 
 
This handspecimen has a somewhat unusual pattern of supergene reddish-brown limonite 
permeating several subparallel cracks at right angles to the core axis, also poorly defining thin 
banding parallel to the core axis.  White/unoxidised areas between this iron staining consists of 
massive fine quartz (not especially ultrafine siliceous/cherty). 
 
Petrographically, the larger quartzose areas are seen to consist of massive microscopically patchy 
recrystallised chert, somewhat coarser than the typical cryptocrystalline chert in this suite.  The 
vaguely fine layered areas however do consist of ‘normal’ cryptocrystalline chert, but fine 
brecciated indicating shear and coinciding comminution, and with later permeations of iron 
oxide. 
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Fig 26 G092 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x50).  Chert showing more advanced recrystallisation than in other samples.  

 

Fig 27 G092 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x50).  Brecciated chert with areas between fragments flooded by oxidation. 
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G093 Brecciated chert 
 
 
Macroscopically and petrographically identified as a chaotic breccia.  All clasts consist of the 
same “typical” chert.  The whole rock (typically) has a superimposed chaotic network of random 
threads, stringers and veinlets of chalcedonic and monomosaic silica, mixed with co-extensive 
secondary iron oxide permeations. 
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Figs 28 & 29 G093 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x50).  ‘Typical brecciated chert’. 
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G094 Macrobanded chert.  Reddish-brown bands of ultrafine 

hematitic ore seen petrographically to also be laminated.  
Grey unoxidised bands are “normal” chert.  This sequence 
locally disrupted, also has the usual chaotic networks of 
threads, stringers and veinlets of kaolinite, ankerite and 
chlorite. 

 
 
Hand Specimen: 
 
Macroscopically, this core samples, 200mm long, shows a banded sequence of chert on a scale of 
10 to 20mm thickness, more clearly defined than in any other sample in this suite, including 
contrasting grey and reddish-brown oxidised bands.  This sequence is however, typically 
disrupted, including the offsetting of some bands, cut by random and contorted threads and 
stringers of white carbonate > greenish chlorite (the same as in other samples).  Staining of the 
offcut indicates that most carbonate stringers are ferroan-dolomite or ankerite. 
 
Petrography: 
 
The thin section clearly confirms the grey bands to be “normal” massive cryptocrystalline chert, 
intensely microscopically brecciated/brittle fractured.  The more widely represented oxidised 
chert bands are dominated by concentrated, ultrafine reddish hematite ± goethite, but locally 
distinctly laminated (which is not really seen in any other sample). 
 
The random networks of threads, stringers and veinlets, are seen in thin section to include early 
kaolinite (>silica), then carbonate (?ankerite), with chlorite/chloritic clays the latest generation. 
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Fig 30 G094 
_____ 

200 µm 
TS.  Xnic.  (x50).  Petrographic detail of contact between dark reddish brown, intensely oxidised macro-bands of 
chert in this sample and grey chert which, as shown, has typical microveining networks. 
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Figs 31 & 32 G094 
_____ 

500 µm & 200 µm 
TS.  OL.  (x20) and (x50).  Part of one of the reddish-brown macrolayers of chert, internally laminated. 
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